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this is the most basic method. all you do is run the program normally and watch the serial number. with a good debugger,
it is pretty easy to figure out the program's serial number. all you need is the key of the first 16 bits of the 32-bit integer

the program checks for the serial number. there are two types of cracking methods with this. the first method, called anti-
debugging, checks for a given serial number and if it isnt the serial number you give it, the program will crash. the second
method is called anti-debugging. it checks for an empty serial number (like 0000000) and if it isnt it crashes the program,

just like the first method. it isnt a major problem, as the program isnt going to keep running if it crashes. this is a good
method to use if you want to bypass the keygen code from the parent website. this is the easiest way to do it. an example
would be an online game that has a master key. if you know the first 8-bit of the master key you can easily get the next

8-bit of it. if you have a collision, then you can just change the serial number until you have a valid one. this is the easiest
way to do it and is one of the least invasive methods. the program is coded to check if a serial number is a prime number.

if it isnt, the program prints a series of error messages and refuses to run. so, you can generate an infinite number of
prime numbers and hope that you get a serial number that isnt a prime number. if you have a good understanding of

cryptography, this is the easiest method. you can also use this to get around time-limited beta keys. if you know the first
32-bit of the key, you can generate an infinite number of 32-bit numbers. then, if you find a serial number that isnt prime,
you just change the last 8-bits until you get one that is a prime number. this is a good method to use to bypass the key-

verification code.
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the crackme program is a very popular tool among crackers. cracking this program can teach you a lot. the first thing you
can do is step through the code in a debugger like ida. for example, lets say that you entered the serial number in the form

of a hex number. the cracker was able to find the text "registration failed" and place it before the number entered. when
the game reads this key, it will be ignored and the program will continue to run. as you can see, cracking is a very

complicated process that requires a lot of knowledge. the first step is to know that it is possible to crack a program. the
next step is to research the protection mechanism to know how the original version works. the next step is to find a way to

crack it. lastly, the cracker needs a way to distribute his software, so that he can make some money. for this to be
completed, the application has to be opened in a disassembler and the code viewed line by line. the strings used in the

application shows how the program works. the disassembler shows the code line by line. the strings used in the program
show string references, which is how a person can find the message that was displayed (registration failed). this message

box can be identified by clicking the referencethat displays the code. the code compares the entered serial key with a
preset and jumps to start the program once it is finished. the program is then launched, and the new key is used to

register the program with the site. a new window will appear, giving the new serial number. this process can be repeated
for every new key you use to register the application. the screen shots provided are only a short description, and it is

always best to view the program in action to fully understand how it works. 5ec8ef588b
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